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Site Design Principles

- Reinforce the network of paths and accessible gathering spaces that make up the character of the Brown campus and surrounding neighborhood
- Establish a link to the community and campus
- Create new spaces at varying scales that are active, inviting, safe, and accessible, adding to the vibrancy of the neighborhood and campus street life
- Locate entries, program spaces, and building services to reinforce and support the existing character of the neighborhood and campus
- Integrate architecture and landscape to make an inviting, pedestrian friendly streetscape
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- Provide equitable access to outdoor spaces that are universally accessible, well-lit, and visible

- Develop a pervasive urban tree canopy through the use of heritage and resilient trees and a seasonal planting palette of native-species

- Encourage public use of the outdoor spaces and access through the site with diverse places to sit including at the accessible retail terrace, the sloping lawn, and along the sidewalk

- Provide a material palette that is complementary to the context, will wear well over time, and is easy to maintain

- Implement a performative storm-water site system that meets the University’s sustainability goals
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